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Summary
　Recently, the number of contractors who grow rice for whole crop silage have increased. The fields on which they work is
distributed in a wide area and the number of them is large. Therefore, recording framing diary as easily as possible is required.
To solve the problem, we developed the Farming Diary Tool for smartphones. This tool works on almost kinds of browsers on
smartphones or desktop computers, and has map view function and record type restriction function to avoid mistaking. This tool
shows a progress map predicating ﬁelds with different colors based on the state of farming progress of the ﬁelds. Users creates
farming records for each rice ﬁeld at an event of start, end, interruption or resumption of harvesting. This tool restricts record
types to be selected, responding to the progress at the ﬁeld utilizing the state transition diagram, where states are associated with
progresses and transitions are associated with record types. The tool was evaluated 3 times in 2 areas in different 2 prefectures. Any
evaluators accepted favorably.
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